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Does anyone know of any ISI journals that respond quickly?

Most journals respond in around 6 - 12 months. I am looking for a journal in the field of Computer Vision, Pattern Recognition or Image Processing which have a short time response.
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Seeking for ISI journal with quick responding. | LinkedIn
https://www.linkedin.com/.../Seeking-ISI-journal-quick-respon...
May 17, 2013 - I am looking for an ISI journal in subject of Image Processing. I wrote something ... You may try "Multimedia Systems" of Springer publications. Mohamed E. ... After getting the first answer, the revision process is too fast. Felipe.

Publish Paper in 5 days - Peer Reviewed. Reputable journal
Multidisciplinary indexed journal.

Quick Paper Publishing
Rapid peer reviewed journal, Indexed. publish your manuscripts in 6 days now
Hi,

Your Search for high-quality article writing ends here.

Have you always been looking for great content writing solutions? If yes, then your search ends here. We specialize in providing quality and most advanced article writing solutions.

Be it SEO article writing, Website article writing, Blog writing or Article marketing, our team of article writing can help you to the fullest.

If you are also looking for a great lucrative business, here’s your chance to partner with us and become an article writing reseller.

We offer a wide range of article writing reseller plans via which you can go ahead and start-up with a lucrative business.

Through these reseller packages you can offer ghost writer solutions and provide customers and vendors with all types of article writing solutions.

Article Writing Features:

• Assured Quality
• Plagiarism Free Article
• In-depth Knowledge of Subject
• Focus on Client Requirements
• Lead Generating Article

I’d be happy to send some of our Past work details, testimonials, Writing Samples, affordable quotation and Service Packages with best offer.

You can get more details. Kindly revert back if you are interested.

Best Regards
David
Business Development Manager

Note: If you are not interested then you can reply with a simple “NO”, We will never contact you again.
We make publication easy so that you can focus on research.

has helped thousands of international researchers to eliminate language barriers and get their work published.

Get started now Learn more

Our Services

A complete solution to prepare your work for publication
Publish FAST

Publishing your article does not have to take so long!

Let’s beat the “publish or perish” system! You have an academic article? Let us help you publish it in:
- Science Citation Index
- Social Sciences Citation Index
- Arts and Humanities Citation Index
- Scopus

Editors of over two hundred indexed academic journals are waiting to help you publish your article!
Publishing in the leading citation indices may be daunting...

Let's face it! Publishing an academic article in those journals which are indexed by Science Citation Index (SCI)*, Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI)*, Arts and Humanities Citation Index (AHCJ)* and Scopus* is not easy. It is known that these journals receive an enormous volume of submissions, which slows down their peer-review processes and considerably reduces their acceptance rates. It is not uncommon for many scholars to wait for months, if not years, only to receive an outright desktop rejection for their articles. PublishFast® has been established by a group of scholars from leading research institutes and universities across the UK to expedite the academic publication procedures for their colleagues.

With PublishFast® you can now fast-track your publications...

PublishFast® is a confidential academic service which helps you get a VIP treatment from the editors of a selection of top-quality journals which are indexed by Science Citation Index (SCI)*, Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI)*, Arts and Humanities Citation Index (AHCJ)* and Scopus*. PublishFast® is not affiliated with any academic journal or any academic indices. It is a consultancy service enabling authors to have their articles peer-reviewed on a fast-track basis in some of the journals. By submitting your articles directly to PublishFast®, you will avoid endless delays and rejections, and will have the privilege of publishing your articles in your desired outlets earlier than your peers.
Comments

Lecturer
(Wednesday, February 19 14 10:44 am GMT)

Excellent service! I just got my second SCI publication.

X
(Friday, February 21 14 03:03 pm GMT)

I submitted two articles, one got rejected after 2 days, other one got accepted in 4 days. %50 success rate is not bad. Cost me $400 for one article which is fine. Journal is a mediocre UK engineering journal covered by Scopus and SCI as promised and the editor himself contacted me for corrections. I will use this again. It's better than waiting forever.
Discover how some researchers manage to publish in top journals...

PublishFast® is probably the best kept secret among many prolific researchers in the academic world for years! It has consistently helped hundreds of authors publish their articles in the selected journals which are indexed by Science Citation Index (SCI)*, Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI)*, Arts and Humanities Citation Index (AHCI)* and Scopus*. PublishFast® forwards your article only to those partner editors who have agreed to review submitted articles on a fast-track basis, expediting the total publication process dramatically with a remarkably higher acceptance rate.
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ISI Indexed Journal
Impact Factor: 0.474
Peer Reviewed, Highly Cited
Multidisciplinary

About
Archives Des Sciences Journal (ADS) is a premier scientific journal that aims to publish original work of importance across a variety of disciplines, including: Engineering, Medical Sciences, Chemistry, Ecology, Health Science, Art and Humanities, Social Science, Mathematics, Physics, Technology and Computer Science. (ADS) is particularly interested in publishing works with international audience.

Submission guide
Authors are required to check off their submission's compliance with Guidelines.

Editorial Board
International diversity among the journal's contributing Editors and Editorial advisory board.

General Policies
Copyright on published articles is retained by the author(s).

Peer Review Process
The journal uses single-blind system.

Recruitment
We welcome referees who would be willing to act as reviewers.

Journal Information
ISSN: 1661-464X
Indexed in EBSCO Ulrich's EMNursing

Additional Information
>> Article Tracking System
JOURNAL SEARCH

AVAILABLE NOW!

2011 JOURNAL CITATION REPORTS®
LEARN MORE >

Search Terms: 1661-464X
Total journals found: 1

THE FOLLOWING TITLE(S) MATCHED YOUR REQUEST:
Journals: 1-1 (of 1)

ARCHIVES DES SCIENCES
Semiannual ISSN: 1661-464X
SOC PHYS HIST NATURELLE GENEVE, MUSEUM HIST NATURELLE 1 ROUTE DE MALAGNOU CASE POSTALE 8434, GENEVA 6, SWITZERLAND, CH-1211
Coverage

Journals: 1-1 (of 1)
Naturelle

BOURSES A. LUMBARD 2013

JEAN-ANDRÉ DELUC
HISTORIAN OF EARTH AND MAN
J. L. Holland and René Margat

AVERTISSEMENT:
- Le site web http://sciencesarchives.com N'EST PAS le site officiel de la revue Archives des Sciences publiée par la SPHN.
- Ce site web usurpe de manière délictueuse l'identité de la revue officielle en utilisant des moyens frauduleux (faux comité éditorial, fausses adresses, fausses conditions de publication, etc) dans le but d'inciter des scientifiques à publier des articles moyennant contribution financière.
- La SPHN décline toute responsabilité envers d'éventuels auteurs lésés qui auraient soumis et publié des articles via le site web mentionné ci-dessus.

WARNING:
- The website http://sciencesarchives.com IS NOT the official website of the journal Archives des Sciences published by the SPHN.
- This site web criminally usurps the identity of the official journal, using fraudulent means (false editorial board, false addresses, false publication requirements, etc) in order to encourage scientists to publish articles through financial contribution.
- The SPHN is not liable for any offense undergone by potential authors who would have submitted and published scientific articles via the website mentioned above.
Statistics Summary for sciencesarchive.com

Sciencesarchive.com is ranked #1,050,697 in the world according to the three-month Alexa traffic rankings. We estimate that 77% of visitors to this site come from where it has attained a... Show More

Alexa Traffic Rank

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Global Rank</th>
<th>1,050,697</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Reputation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sites Linking In</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(No reviews yet)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pay the Journal Hijacker

Payment Methods:
(If you use this method you can have a 35USD discount)
Method 1. Wire-Transfer to our cooperator partner in Armenia: (515 USD or 390 EUR)

Beneficiary: SCIENCE DATA PYESS LLC
Beneficiary Bank: ARDSHININVESTBANK 'YEREVAN' branch, Armenia
Bank name: AM24745-'Ardshininvestbank' JSK
Address: Isahakyan str 18
SWIFT code: ASHBAM22
EUR Account: 2474501825520002
or
USD Account: 2474501825520001
Pay the Journal Hijacker

Method2. Use the following link to pay the publication fee by Alert Pay. (Suggested for American and European authors) ((You might need to bypass the filtering or proxies using VPN or etc.)) Click on our payment URL: (400 EUR)

http://sciencesarchive.com/alertpay
Pay the Journal Hijacker

Method 3: Online payment by Credit cards

Use the following link to send your money:
(Preferred link:)

Pay the Journal Hijacker

- Dear author
- As you know your paper has been accepted for publication in Pensee Journal.
- Our Editorial board has decided to publish some of the best accepted papers with lower
  - publication fee (300 USD instead of 450 USD)
- Fortunately, your paper has been selected in our decision.
- If you would like to publish your paper in our current issue you can pay the publication fee (300
  - USD) till the next 6 days.
- -----------------------------------------------
- Payment Link:
- http://www.sciencerouteonline.com/payment/300usd.html
- Then you should fill out this form:
Multidisciplinary ISI Journal in All Fields of Sciences

Latest Impact Factor: 0.267

Wulfenia (ISSN: 1561-882X) is a multi-disciplinary, peer-reviewed international ISI journal for publication of novel ideas, state-of-the-art research results and fundamental advances in all aspects of theoretical and applied topics in science and engineering including areas in natural and social sciences. The objective of the Wulfenia is to serve a better understanding between the researchers and practitioners from academia and industry. The paper submitted to Wulfenia should describe original and previously unpublished work, not currently under review by another conference, workshop or journal. However, authors can submit the extended version of conference papers. Papers for publication are selected through peer review to ensure originality, relevance, and suitability. Upon preliminary evaluation by the Editorial Board, the papers are sent to two referees (experts in respective fields) for evaluation. The decision of the Editor-in-Chief to publish a paper in concurrence with referee(s) opinion is considered final.

Submit Your Article Here  Paper Template

Wulfenia Sidebar Menu

Submission Guide
Manuscripts submitted for consideration to the journal must conform to the requirements that will facilitate preparation of the article for publication.

Editorial Board
The international editorial board is headed by Professor Dr. Vienna S. Franz

General Policies
Papers that are published or held by the Journal may not be published elsewhere.

Peer Review Process
Papers will be sent to three peer reviewers for evaluation.

Recruitment
We welcome referees who would be willing to act as reviewers.
CAHIERS DES SCIENCES NATURELLES
Irregular ISSN: 1420-4223

SOC VALAISANNE SCIENCE NATURELLES, CASE POSTALE 2251, SION, SWITZERLAND, CH-1950

Coverage
- Zoological Record
- BIOSIS Previews
- BIOSIS Reviews Reports And Meetings

Journals 1-1 (of 1)
Fwd: Publish your papers in high quality ISI journal (IF=0.712)

http://ip-science.thomsonreuters.com/cgi-bin/jrnlst/jlresults.cgi?PC=MASTER&ISSN=0895-6308

2014 Impact Factor: 0.712
5-Year Impact Factor: 0.882

Your articles will announce for Accept or rejection within 10-14 working days and we will publish accepted article within 14-28 working days. If you agree, please send us your papers by:

Online submission system at http://www.lriinc.org/index.php/article-processing

Or by Email to: iriinc.submit@gmail.com

Online Paper Submission recommended but if you have problem with submission system, submit your manuscript along with covering letter by email attachment only to iriinc.submit@gmail.com

Feel free for any question or query by Email: iriinc.info@gmail.com

Web address: WWW.LRIINC.ORG

BEST REGARDS
RESEARCH-TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT JOURNAL

*** Also, The publication fee by Res Tech Manag is 350 $ (USD) per paper. This fee should be paid after acceptance of paper.
Dear Authors

RESEARCH-TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT JOURNAL
(United States of America)

Started its online version of publication.

The Journal of RESEARCH-TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT is an open access journal that publishes high-quality solicited and unsolicited articles, in English with open access policy.

We are pleased to inform you that this journal is Indexed in ISI web of science (Journal Citation Reports®) (Thomson Reuters pioneered citation indexing and analysis).

http://ip-science.thomsonreuters.com/cgi-bin/jrnlst/jlresults.cgi?PC=MASTER&ISSN=0895-6308

2014 Impact Factor: 0.712
Stolen from: http://felzer.lv/assets/documents/20140428-byteCOOL-ENG WEB.pdf
RESEARCH-TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT (RTM) is an international scholarly refereed research journal which aims to promote the theory and practice of sciences, technology, innovation, engineering and management.

All submitted manuscripts are subject to peer review and editorial approval. Articles will be sent to at least three reviewers. Sometimes, the reviewers are masked as to the identity of the authors and their affiliation.

Authors must submit manuscripts electronically via the Journal’s Web-based submission system and use the Journal’s Web site; submissions will be accepted by e-mail in case that you have problems with Journal’s Web Site.

Research-Technology Management Res Tech Manag

2014 Impact Factor: 0.712
5-Year Impact Factor: 0.882

Published/Hosted by Industrial Research Institute, Inc.
ISSN (printed): 0895-6308. ISSN (electronic): 1930-0166.
We're an award-winning team that transforms ideas into great experiences.
We’re an award-winning team that transforms ideas into great experiences.

Stolen from: http://www.metalabdesign.com/company
Jökull Journal
ISSN: 0449-0576
Impact Factor: 1.604

Menu
Submission Guideline
Paper Submission
Publication Charges
Editorial Board

Jökull journal
Jökull journal has a long lasting history in production of novel scientific works which are both well trusted and broadly indexed in international databases. Jökull publishes research papers, notes and review articles concerning all aspects of the life sciences. The journal currently owns the five-year impact factor of 1.604

Scope and policy
Formerly focused on glaciology, glacial

Jöklarannsóknafélag Íslands
Subject: Acceptance of Article

Article No. FRSNS-[
Title: [------------------------]

Author/s: [---------------------------------------------]

Dear author,

Your article (mentioned above) has been accepted for publication in the Fauna Rossii I Sopredel Nykh Stran, Vol. 10 No. 3. The article is classified as original scientific paper.

Best regards,

Prof. Dr. J. Mikja
Email: info@worldresearchpublications.com
Obtained 5-Year Impact Factor
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Multidisciplinary Highly Cited Rapid Peer Review

***************
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General Life Sciences
Experimental Sciences

Theoretical Sciences

CLICK HERE TO SEE MORE
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www.kasmerajournal.com
http://www.kasmerajournal.com/submit.html
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Mitteilungen Klosterneuburg

http://mitt-klosterneuburg.com/
ISSN: 0007-5922

Peer reviewed highly cited
ISI Indexed Journal

As a bimonthly interdisciplinary life science journal, we aim to publish scientific papers in all fields of the human and natural sciences. The mission of the Journal is to promote excellence in leadership practice by providing a venue for academics, students, and practitioners to publish current and significant empirical and conceptual research in all fields of sciences. The journal covers a very wide range of areas and we welcome submission from researchers at all levels and from all over the world.

Publisher:
HOEHERE BUNDESLEHRANSTALT UND BUNDESA MT FUER WEIN- UND OBSTBAU

Impact Factor: 0.106
Immediacy Index: 0.019
Eigen factor TM Score: 0.00007

Coverage:
Science Citation Index Expanded, BIOSIS Previews

****************************

Submission Page

http://mitt-klosterneuburg.com/submit.html

Contact Information:
http://mitt-klosterneuburg.com/contact.html
Office: WEINER STRASSE 74, KLOSTERNEUBURG, AUSTRIA, 00000
Invitation for New Submissions to

**BOTHALIA JOURNAL**

ISSN: 0006-8241

*ISI INDEXED*

**5-Year Impact Factor**

1.267

Click on the URL below for more information

[WWW.BTHLA-JOURNAL.ORG](http://www.bthla-journal.org)

Coverage: life sciences; Frequency: Semiannual (12 parts); Rapid Peer Review

Contact Information:

[http://www.bthla-journal.org/contact.html](http://www.bthla-journal.org/contact.html)

Office: PRIVATE BAG X101, PRETORIA, SOUTH AFRICA, 0001

Phone: +27 12 420 4237
SYLWAN JOURNAL

**********

ISSN: 0039-7660
Impact Factor: 0.263

A well-known scientific journal printed in Poland
Indexes: Science Citation Index Expanded, CAB International, and Polish Scientific Journal Contents

Highly-Cited Multidisciplinary Peer Reviewed

Submission Page

http://sylwan.ibles.org/submit.html

OFFICE: UL BITWY WARSZAWSKIEJ 1920 R NR 3, WARSZAWA, POLAND, PL-02 362
PHONE: (+48)225734581
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<th>Abstract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seven variants of corn grit (K) and oat bran (O) mixture with the proportion ranging from K80:A20 to D20:O80 were extrusion-cooked. The changes in chemical composition of extrudates compared to the initial (not processed) mixtures concerned mainly crude fibre, ether extract and nitrogen-free-extract. Extrusion-cooking always reduced other extract content, but the extent of the changes depended significantly on the K to O proportion, and ranged from nearly 90% in the case of mixture K80:O20 to less than 10% for K20:O80. A similar trend was observed for crude fibre. The increase in extrudates’ NFE content averaged 3.1% and was relatively lower in the case of mixtures with a dominant share of oat bran. Increasing the share of oat bran (up to at least 50%) significantly reduced the effect of extrusion-cooking on the water solubility of extrudates (WSI), but increased to some extent the content of structural components in dry matter, which – from a dietetic point of view – confirms a reason for adding oat bran to corn grit in the initial mixture.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
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BALTICA
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INST GEOLOGY & GEOGRAPHY, SEVCENKOS STR 13, VILNIUS, LITHUANIA, LT-03223
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The requested URL /Baltica/baltica.htm was not found on this server.
This webpage is not available
The purpose of this research was to examine the relationships between attachment styles and trait forgiveness in divorce-seeking women. This study was a descriptive correlation approach. Statistical community in this study included divorce-seeking women that centres were Tehran judicature institution. The sample consisted of 40 divorce-seeking women. This study was selected as were available. According to the research topic to gather required information from the families forgiveness scale (FFS), and Shaver-Hanau’s Adult Attachment Inventory scale. Also, in order to review data and analyze results of this study Pearson correlation method was used. The results confirmed that correlation between secure attachment style and forgiveness was positive and significant. The results also confirmed that correlation between avoidance attachment style and forgiveness was negative and significant. The result showed that women with secure attachment style easily forgive her husband. But women with avoidance attachment style dispositional unforgiving her husband.

<TAKING UP OF PREVENTIVE ACTION BY A STUDENT OVERWEIGHT AND OBESITY living>

A student is overweight and obese which makes a higher risk of developing long-term illnesses. The student is taking up preventive action to reduce weight gain and improve their overall health. The student's prevention plan includes adopting healthy eating habits, engaging in regular physical activity, and seeking professional guidance from a healthcare provider.